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Foreword
Welcome to another in our series called "The Wright Flyer Papers." The Air Command and Staff College (ACSC) is pleased to publish our best student research projects each academic year. Our research program is designed to encourage our students to explore topics and issues aimed at advancing the application of air and space power and understanding the profession of arms. To that end, this series reflects our desire to perpetuate the intellectual spirit of early military aviation pioneers who availed themselves of time, here at Maxwell, to reflect solid research, innovative thought, and lucid preparation. Put another way, we think they are worth your time to read.
The Wright Flyer Papers reflect an eclectic range of doc trinal, technological, organizational, and institutional issues. Some research provides new solutions to familiar problems. Other studies highlight new opportunities and the benefits of their pursuit. By making these research studies available through the Wright Flyer Papers, ACSC intends to foster continued conversation amongst Airmen and fellow mem bers of the profession of arms . . . a conversation that has helped create the most capable fighting force the world has ever known.
JAY H. LINDELL Brigadier General, USAF Commandant
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Introduction
Our mission in Iraq is clear. We're hunting down the terrorists. We're helping Iraqis build a free nation that is an ally in the war on terror. We're advancing freedom in the broader Middle East. We are removing a source of violence and instability, and laying the foundation of peace for our children and grandchildren.
-Pres. George W. Bush (28 June 2003) National Strategy for Victory in Iraq
One can hardly open a newspaper and not read numer ous articles about the current efforts in Iraq. Whether they are providing updates, debating overall strategy, or discuss ing the operation's future, the counterinsurgency struggle in Iraq is the national and military topic du jour. Given this, it is natural for military members to look for ways to improve their performance in this effort. Moreover, since space forces have become one of the United States' asym metrical advantages, it is also natural to ask if they could be better used in this fight.
The following discussion explores how the US military can employ space forces to help defeat an insurgency. It starts by showing that change in the approach to our cur rent conflict is, indeed, necessary and provides a back ground on the capabilities these forces provide. Next, the requirements in Iraq, in light of similar historic events, are examined. These past events not only show that the cur rent fight is not unique but also identify capabilities used to battle against similar struggles. Based on these cases, we can determine ways that space forces can fulfill needs, both now in Iraq and in the future. Finally, specific rec ommendations that can be implemented are offered. While counterinsurgencies are never clean and quick, they are today's-and likely tomorrow's-fight. It is hoped that these proposals will be carried out in order to improve the US military's effectiveness in prosecuting them.
Counterinsurgency as an Ongoing Struggle
Although operations in Iraq are the current national fo cus, any recommended changes to the military must not 02Oldenberg.indd 1 7/27/07 3:57:11 PM "fight yesterday's battle." Specifically, any proposals must not only defeat today's threats but also defend against to morrow's. To validate a need for change, the discussion be gins by proving that Iraq is not the only battle of this type the US military is expected to fight. To do this, let us review the indications from policy documents and directives for future US military actions and the changes required to exe cute them.
National Security Strategy
Any national policy discussion should begin with the National Security Strategy (NSS) since it provides the highest level statement of US policy. Although the 2002 NSS does not specifically identify insurgents as a threat, the impor tance of fighting terrorism (a common insurgent tactic) re ceives pageone attention.
Specifically, the NSS notes that In order to defeat these "shadowy networks of individuals," the NSS notes that the United States "must make use of every tool in [its] arsenal." Furthermore, once a terrorist threat is localized to a particular state, the United States will "ensure the state has the military, law enforcement, political, and financial tools necessary to finish the task." 3 Since many insurgents utilizing terrorism are localized in Iraq, the highest policy level is mandating that the military use all efforts (including space forces) to defeat this threat. Furthermore, the US military must be prepared to respond with every tool to defeat other insurrections should terrorist rebels localize in a future country of national interest.
National Defense Strategy
The next level of documented policy driving strategic military decisions is the National Defense Strategy (NDS) . It groups insurgency with terrorism as an "irregular" chal lenge. To counter it, the NDS directs the US military to re orient its "capabilities to contend with such irregular chal lenges more effectively." It predicts that "irregular conflict will be a key challenge for the foreseeable future," which "will involve [US] forces in complex security problems for some time to come." These conflicts "may require changes to the way [ 4 From this, it is apparent that the Department of Defense (DOD) anticipates that struggles against insurgencies will continue and expects the military to change to deal with them.
DOD Directive 3000.05
Moving from the analysis of national strategy to depart ment directives, we continue to see the emphasis on fight ing insurrections. Of note, DOD Directive (DODD) 3000.05, Military Support for Stability, Security, Transition, and Reconstruction Operations, was signed on 28 November 2005 (in part, many believe, as a reaction to perceived failings in Iraq) to direct changes in the department. It establishes stability operations (defined as "military and civilian activi ties conducted across the spectrum from peace to conflict to establish or maintain order in States and regions") as a "core US military mission."
5 By definition, counterinsur gency (COIN) operations are a subset of these missions to support order and, therefore, should be treated as a core US military mission. 6 The statements contained in these three documents underscore the expectation of both US statesmen and De fense Department civilian leadership for the military's COIN mission to be enduring. Furthermore, they direct military forces to adapt to it. Given the need to change, we can next look towards the overarching capabilities required to win against insurgencies.
Desired Capabilities for Counterinsurgency
After reviewing support for the requirement for change, we now turn to the capabilities necessary to make that change. For this study, the National Defense Strategy and 02Oldenberg.indd 3 7/27/07 3:57:11 PM the National Strategy for Victory in Iraq were used to identify what was deemed pertinent to the COIN struggle.
National Defense Strategy
The NDS identifies eight "key operational capabilities" as the focus for defense transformation, four of which are ger mane to the current discussion. The first is the desire to "strengthen intelligence" by increasing military "capabilities for collection." Within the second goal of "denying enemies sanctuary," the NDS notes that "to deny sanctuary requires a number of capabilities, including: persistent surveillance . . . and stability operations to assist in the establishment of effective and responsible control over ungoverned terri tory." This clarifies the above requirement for intelligence collections by specifying that they should be persistent and work with stability operations to aid territorial control.
Next, under "improving proficiency against irregular challenges," the NDS elaborates that "working together with other elements of the US Government, allies, and partners (including indigenous actors), [US forces] require the capa bilities to identify, locate, track, and engage individual ene mies and their networks. Doing so will require greater ca pabilities across a range of areas, particularly intelligence, surveillance, and communications." The value of surveil lance is once again highlighted as a means to control terri tory and find and engage enemies, as is the importance of communications.
Finally, within the requirement of "increasing capabilities of partners-international and domestic," the NDS notes that one of the "military's most effective tools in prosecut ing the Global War on Terrorism is to help train indigenous forces." Additionally, the DOD "will work with interagency and international partners to improve [its] ability to transi tion from military to civilianled stability operations." 7 Thus, besides the previously identified goals of denying sanctuary and engaging irregular enemies, a third critical national de fense goal is training and supporting indigenous civil au thorities during phase four and five operations. These three requisite capabilities for defense transformation put forth by the NDS clearly translate into key objectives for the war in Iraq, as this paper will substantiate. 8 It is in these other two tracks that the NDS's direction for "increasing capabilities of partners," specifically improving military to civilian transition, will be crucial. These NDSdirected ca pabilities will be critical to executing the precepts contained in the NSVI.
Consequently, COIN operations are vital for the US mili tary, not just in Iraq but into the future. Since three of the attributes contained in the NDS-denying sanctuary, attack ing enemy forces, and supporting foreign governments-are also required in Iraq, they will provide the framework for validating the role of space forces in COIN. However, first we will look at the capabilities of space forces. As noted above, space provides the "ultimate high ground," but it is easy to ask if this is applicable in fighting an insurgency. To aid our discussion, we now turn to the capabilities that space forces can provide. First, it is impor tant to clarify the term space forces. Joint Publication 02 notes they include "space and terrestrial systems, equip ment, facilities, organizations, and personnel necessary to access, use and, if directed, control space for national se curity."
Space Forces and Their Capabilities
9 These systems are (as AFDD 22 notes) not only military but also national, commercial, civil, and foreign (if the United States is allowed to access them). AFDD 22 further defines a space system as one "with a major func tional component that operates in the space environment or which, by convention, is so designated." 0 Although help ing, this still creates difficulties as, in theory, any system (if so selected by convention) could be called a space system.
To resolve this issue, this paper follows a modification of the "space effects" paradigm, which focuses on the effects an asset generates and not solely its location.
Therefore, in our discussion, space systems include those with portions operating in either traditional space (above the atmosphere, subject to the laws of orbital mechanics) or near space (sub orbital locations from approximately 65,000 to 325,000 feet above the surface).
2 When discussing objects only within one area, the terms satellites or near-space assets will be used. Finally, since air, nearspace, and orbiting forces can generate some similar effects (e.g., widearea surveillance), the term above the surface is used when an asset in any of the three mediums could perform a function. This section begins by reviewing the roles of, and employment consid erations for, space forces. Next, it evaluates the proposed concept of Joint Warfighting Space, which is looking to im prove the capabilities space forces provide. Finally, a quick analysis of the tradeoffs between abovethesurface assets is presented.
Space Forces' Functions and Employment Considerations
Space forces perform many functions which can aid in countering insurrections. AFDD 22 notes the most rele vant ones as command and control (C2); intelligence, sur veillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); navigation and timing; weather services; and support to counterair, counterland, countersea, and special operations. While accomplishing these tasks, space forces provide three important capabili ties. First, holding "the ultimate high ground" allows them to provide persistence (through continuous revisits, or perma nent presence over any area [even denied areas]) not available through other systems. Additionally, this high ground allows for access to a larger field of view than available through other systems. Finally, the operating altitudes of space forces provide them a relatively unique, secure position.
Although providing distinctive advantages, space forces have their limitations. According to AFDD 22, orbiting plat forms traditionally lacked the flexibility of other systems. Due to restricted access, the US military has not had the ability to change missions, upgrade or repair systems, or easily change the orbital parameters of satellites. Another draw back is that due to their limited maneuverability, exoatmo spheric objects have been hampered by their predictability. Consequently, adversary forces can counter these objects' capabilities by concealing information when space forces are in view (without greatly hampering overall enemy op erations). Additionally, the cost associated with traditional systems has created a requirement to prioritize effects. This requirement has limited the ability of lower military eche lons to focus space forces' efforts where they are needed.
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In an attempt to overcome these constraints, the Air Force is pursuing a new concept: Joint Warfighting Space (JWS).
Joint Warfighting Space
JWS is the USAF's recent attempt to "provide the com batant commander dedicated space/nearspace capabili ties augmenting strategic space assets to provide effects such as integrated theatercentric [ISR] ; battlespace aware ness (includes air, land, sea, space, information domains); robust communications and strike, with a goal of achieving dedicated real time target location, identification, tracking and engagement; and effective C2 of current and future space capabilities." 4 As noted, this concept includes assets in both orbit and near space, with the goal of maintain ing space systems' capabilities while minimizing or remov ing their limitations. Lt Col William Volz points out that it seems apparent that the JWS goal for satellites through 2008 is to exploit existing technologies. Specifically, JWS is focused on improving the joint force commander's (JFC) ability to task current onorbit systems. Volz says that in the longer term (2009-3), JWS is attempting to provide a quickreaction force of tactical satellites with organic launch and onorbit support. He adds that these platforms are cur rently envisioned to provide a ,000pound payload with a minimum oneyear service life. 5 Ideally, these systems will improve the JFC's ability to task orbiting platforms by pro viding dedicated effects, and their quickturn launches will place satellites in orbits less predictable to the enemy.
The inclusion of nearspace systems in JWS will, if suc cessful, also help eliminate many of the space forces' cur rent limitations. In addition to being more responsive than orbiting craft (due to decreased launch preparation times and costs), nearspace forces should be able to generate the persistent effects current capabilities cannot. Specifi cally, nearspace assets should be able to provide continu ous singlepoint coverage at ranges much less than orbiting objects. 6 Although still in development, current trials show promise. The University of York has been able to generate a data link of megabytes per second at distances up to 37 miles by placing a balloon at 78,000 feet.
7 Furthermore, the Missile Defense Agency has contracted for an airship that is scheduled to fly a 500pound communications pay load at 55,000 feet by 2009. Ultimately, this program's goal is to fly a 4,000pound communications and sensor payload for 90-80 days by 20.
8 Given these other efforts, JWS's goal of fielding first generation nearspace assets by 2008 seems fairly realistic.
9 JWS seems promising as a means to allow space forces the ability to generate more beneficial effects to JFCs with fewer limitations.
Trade-Offs between Above-the-Surface Assets
Although the performance of space forces is improving, there will likely always be tradeoffs between abovethe surface assets. Previous research has presented some of the considerations for choosing among the various operat ing locations (table ) . 20 While nearspace platforms provide the continuous overhead capability of airbreathing assets with (as planned) a lower cost and greater area of visibility, they do have their limitations. First, airships and balloons both require fairly large structures for inflation and are con strained by weather for launch.
2 Another major limitation is the uncertain legality of their overflight. Although it is yet to be determined whether nearspace assets will be guar anteed overflight like satellites, or have their actions limited by national sovereignty like aircraft, the result should not limit their utility in COIN. 22 Since the battle against insur rections is waged by a legitimate government, it has the au thority to determine overflight rights. Therefore, the ability to fly nearspace assets (or air assets for that matter) should not be limited by legal issues, assuming the inplace au thorities authorize them. Space forces provide many unique capabilities. Although their employment has some limitations which must be con sidered, their persistence, large field of view, and security will be shown to greatly aid achievement of numerous COIN operations goals. With a basic understanding of these capa bilities and limitations of space forces, we next look at the specific ways they can help the fight against insurgencies. This 964 quote from the renowned COIN author reveals that the insurgent tactic of getting outside assistance is not new. The challenge for the executor of COIN operations is to minimize support (in matériel and/or manpower) reaching the rebels. Since the United States is often unable to attack this aid at its source, as these are usually in neighboring countries, we will examine an improved role for space forces in isolating the battlespace from outside intervention.
Isolating the Battlespace
Requirements for Operations in Iraq
Before discussing the part space forces can play, we must first validate that current operations in Iraq actu ally require isolating the physical battlespace. 23 The NSVI statement that "terrorists and extremists from all parts of the Middle East and North Africa have found their way to Iraq" supports this requirement. Preventing this migration is paramount since it violates one of the strategies' core as sumptions that "regional meddling and infiltrations can be contained and/or neutralized." The NSVI identifies sources of this meddling when it indicates that a key challenge is that "Iran and Syria have failed to provide support to Iraq's new government and have in many ways actively under mined it." Specifically, it states that these countries "pro vide comfort and/or support to terrorists and the enemies of democracy in Iraq" and neutralizing their actions is an ongoing challenge. Finally, the NSVI states the ultimate strategic objective will be achieved when "the government of Iraq . . . monitors and controls its borders." 24 In order to overcome the previous challenges and achieve this objec tive, we can look for past attempts to isolate the physical battlespace in order to see how previous COIN efforts have attempted to accomplish it.
Historical Examples
The need to prevent outside support to insurgencies is a recurrent theme throughout history. During the Greek Civil War (943-49), the Royal Hellenic Air Force (RHAF) used aircraft to try to prevent Yugoslavian supplies from reach ing guerrilla forces. Although an American officer noted "the return from the air effort immeasurably exceeded the return from any comparable effort on the ground," its re sults were still limited. While the RHAF was able to prevent daytime enemy movements, enemy supplies still moved at night since the pilots' impaired vision limited surveillance.
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While this illustrates the capability of overhead surveillance to limit support to insurgents, it shows a weakness in hu man sensors.
The French effort in Algeria during the 950s and 960s was one of the most successful instances (at least opera tionally) of isolating an area. There the French developed the Morice and Pedron lines to isolate Algerian insurgents from, respectively, Tunisian and Moroccan supplies. 26 Trin quier asserts that these lines were a success because the guerrillas were limited "in a large part because the border fence [did] not [permit] them to receive the supplies vital to the normal development of their activities." 27 In fact, uti lizing aerial surveillance and reconnaissance (S&R) and strike, supported by ground and air mobile land forces, the French stopped 70 percent of the supplies from entering the country. 28 Although an overall success, Trinquier notes many difficulties. Specifically, "By day, the air force can ensure the effective surveillance of land and sea frontiers. At night, however, its role is much reduced." He observes that "guarding the frontiers on the ground is even more difficult to realize."
29 The French experience again shows that abovethesurface forces are more effective and effi cient than ground forces in stopping enemy supplies, and human sensors are limited during night missions.
While aircraft proved effective in these incursions, there were other times when they were less successful. James Co rum and Wray Johnson describe how, when the British at tempted to deal with insurgents in the Malayan Emergency (a guerrilla war comprised of British, Commonwealth, and Malayan armed forces against the Malayan National Libera tion Army), dense jungle limited aerial surveillance, prevent ing visual reconnaissance of guerrilla forces. Coincidently, the aircraft's noise alerted infiltrating insurgents and al lowed them to disperse prior to British forces' attacks. The authors also recount how in the Portuguese colonial wars of 96-74, the enemy was able to field effective antiaircraft artillery and surfacetoair missiles. This allowed the insur gents to shoot down numerous Portuguese aircraft, forcing them to higher altitudes and limiting their ability to prevent enemy infiltration. 30 These experiences highlight the need for a protected surveillance capability which can overcome the limits of terrain and minimize collateral effects. The French and American involvement in Vietnam fur ther substantiates these needs. Early on, the French uti lized aircraft in an S&R role, but this proved highly ineffec tive as the Viet Minh became experts at hiding their supply movements. They used underground passages and cam ouflage, concealment, and deception (CCD) to limit detec tion.
3 The American involvement highlighted similar air craft limitations as the Viet Minh continued to use their successful tactics. In response, the Americans deployed the Igloo White network of remote sensors and surveillance sys tems. 32 This network fed its data to aircraft, and finally to ground stations, which directed forces to interdict the tar gets. Although some military estimates claimed that Igloo White more than doubled the number of trucks destroyed, many dispute these numbers.
33 This system's effectiveness was partially curtailed by both the inability of friendly air forces to attack the located enemy units and the enemies' ability to deactivate or destroy the ground sensors.
34 These events continue to emphasize the requirement for a sur veillance capability which can overcome terrain obstacles. They show that "the enemy gets a vote" and that actions taken to isolate the physical battlespace through surveil lance will likely be countered.
Space Forces' Role
We have seen that the need to isolate the physical battle space is not new and reviewed how this was previously attempted. Now, the role that space forces can fill in achiev ing this effect will be examined. The following highlights the capabilities space forces can provide in this area and then discusses some of their limitations.
Capabilities
In Iraq, the need to interdict forces or supplies from Syria or Iran can be aided by numerous surveillance platforms. The above historical examples show that abovethesurface sensors can be more effective (given the right terrain) and can see a much greater area than ground sensors. Addi tionally, they demonstrate how newer sensor technologies can provide greater surveillance throughout the wavelength spectrum, overcoming nighttime limitations. 35 Furthermore, in cases where terrain does not allow overhead platforms to see to the surface, unmanned ground sensors can augment air or space capabilities.
The preceding discussion has illustrated the proven value of abovetheground platforms in various scenarios. Our attention now turns to how space forces can be op timally used. Given the need for a protected capability, a lowflying air platform should be ruled out since it is rela tively easy for rebels to attack. Moreover, the requirement to prevent collateral effects pushes the altitude of any plat form high enough so that it is not easily seen or heard from the ground. These constraints lead to envisioning two pos sible concepts. The first involves intermittent surveillance utilizing change detection to indicate insurgent traffic. This function-with the correct sensors-can be done with either highaltitude air or space forces. The second concept entails the detection of realtime enemy intrusions; this requires a platform with continuous coverage. In this type of opera tion, space forces would have the advantage since loiter times of nearspace assets are vastly superior to those of airbreathing (including unmanned) systems. Furthermore, nearspace platforms are planned to provide this longterm, constant coverage at a lower cost.
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Limitations
Although providing sustainable effects more cheaply, space forces have some drawbacks while performing this mission. The first is the necessity to see small units (groups of people or single vehicles). This requires advanced sensors. However, since current LEO imagers can provide onemeter resolu tion, a similar sensor placed in nearspace would achieve a resolution of 20 centimeters, which should be sufficient.
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Of course, the greatest challenge any platform will need to overcome is defeating a reacting enemy. In doing this, a nearspace platform's easier upgrade ability will make it very capable. However, this adaptability cannot be assumed to completely prevent outside interference. Even the highly successful French efforts in Algeria were only able to stop 70 percent of incoming supplies. Therefore, this should be seen as a step in aiding the counterinsurgency, buying more room for the legitimate government to operate, and not as a panacea to the entire insurgency problem.
The need to isolate the physical battlespace from outside interference is common to many insurgencies (including Iraq). Nearspace assets' persistence, field of view, upgrade ability, security, and cost make them unique in their ability to perform this mission. By definition, an insurgency is usually undertaken by a less wellarmed force to attain its political ends. Since these rebels lack the armament to fight a traditional forceonforce battle, they seek to counter the more highly armed forces' capabilities by attacking where there are no government forces and in areas where it is difficult for them to respond, as noted above. Although the enemy chooses the time and place of their offensives, US forces must counter these in order to deplete the insurgents' manpower, supplies, and will and to provide the legitimate government time to enact appropriate changes to oppose the rebel cause. This section validates a role for space forces in attacking these fielded enemy forces.
Attacking Fielded Forces
Requirements for Operations in Iraq
Although implementing the preceding section's sugges tions should help prevent some manpower and supplies from reaching the rebels, the current struggle in Iraq also highlights the need to defeat those insurgents who are at tacking, or have attacked, civilians or government forces. Based on one of the NSVI 's core assumptions that the enemy does "not have the manpower or firepower to achieve a military victory over Coalition and Iraqi Security Forces," these strikes will likely be asymmetric. The NSV I also states that two enemy goals are to "damage trust in Iraqi Security Forces through . . . barbaric attacks on the weak and the innocent" and "sabotage Iraqi unity through . . . attacks in tended to spark sectarian conflict and civil war." To counter these assumptions, it identifies the friendly task as hold ing "areas freed from enemy control by ensuring that they remain under the control of a peaceful Iraqi government." To do this, the United States must fight fielded forces by achieving its objective of developing "the Iraqis' capacity to secure their country while carrying out a campaign to de feat the terrorists and neutralize the insurgency."
The NSVI notes two major challenges in achieving the above goals. The first of these is "countering the intimida tion and brutality of enemies whose tactics are not con strained by law or moral norms." Overcoming this chal lenge requires the ability to counter traditional terrorist tactics (such as bombings, etc.). The second challenge is that "the continued existence and influence of militias and armed groups . . . hamper[s] the rule of law in some parts of Iraq." 38 This requires COIN forces to defeat groups that engage in more traditional (but smallerscale) combat, uti lizing "complex terrain and urban environments" to inhibit COIN responses. Analyzing the past provides ideas for de feating these two groups.
Historical Examples
There are many accounts of past attempts to defeat fielded insurgent forces. One of the earliest modern ex amples of countering mobile guerrilla bands was the French COIN effort in Spain during the early 800s. The French forces (like most conventional forces in these "limited" wars) were unable to employ the manpower required to guard all areas and respond to enemy strikes before the insurgents fled; therefore, they used mobile columns to attack the rebels. 39 Manpower shortages also prevented the French from sweeping areas with forces sized to engage large guer rilla units. To overcome this disadvantage, they swarmed multiple columns on larger enemy forces. Although good in principle, this tactic proved ineffective in reality due to slow communications between friendly units and the guerrillas' ability to disrupt these links.
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According to Corum and Johnson, the French experi ence highlights two major problems that forces have often encountered when attempting to attack rebel bands. First, since insurgents are often indistinguishable from the civil ian populace, and/or are using CCD, the ability to identify them prior to an attack is limited. Government forces are, therefore, required to wait for, and respond after, attacks. Quickly identifying a strike and counterattacking before guerrillas dissolve into the population or terrain has also been a challenge. The second problem often faced is that the nonlinear nature of insurgencies requires friendly forces to disperse throughout the operations area to maintain suf ficient coverage. Once an enemy force is identified, govern ment forces must swarm multiple units upon the enemy to achieve effective mass. As the French found, difficulties in tracking, coordinating, and communicating with other friendly units have hampered COIN effectiveness.
Accounts of forces attempting to fight fielded rebel forces also exist. Corum and Johnson describe another such in stance-the British colonial air control operations pursued between the two World Wars. The Royal Air Force (RAF) used aircraft to pursue and execute punitive attacks against fleeing guerrillas during its Middle Eastern operations. Al though airpower's ability to attack in isolation was adver tised as a critical capability, in reality the aircrafts' capacity to singlehandedly defeat anything but the smallest rebel lion is highly contested. Instead, finding and tracking flee ing insurgents proved to be the RAF's primary role. In these missions, the RAF exhibited how abovethesurface forces provide a more effective and less expensive reconnaissance capability for tracking fielded rebels than ground forces.
The French also attempted a program similar to the Brit ish air control in Morocco and Syria during the interwar years, but with lesser success, as the two authors further elaborate. One of the great limitations of French aircraft of the time was their communications. Their reconnaissance aircraft used radios which could only connect with the rear headquarters and not frontline troops. This prevented them from providing important information and coordination to the troops who needed it most-those in contact with the enemy. The French also found that their aircraft were susceptible to Syrian surface fires and lost several during operations. 4 These French operations underscore the im portance of a protected communications capability which can both provide information to and coordination between forces tracking insurgents after they attack.
Another example of tracking fielded rebels is found in the Philippines during the Huk Rebellion (946-56). During this COIN operation's early stages, communications prob lems again arose. In this case, Corum and Johnson relate that a lack of connectivity with headquarters led to aircraft receiving ground forces' messages and then flying back to base to relay them facetoface. They further convey that these beginning efforts focused on planning for and attack ing known guerrilla formations. These tactics were ineffec tive, as the insurgents either escaped or struck government forces prior to the planned assaults. According to the au thors, the Philippine army learned from these early failures, and its later COIN efforts proved more successful. Ground forces overcame their radio limitations by using signals (farm gates, haystack arrangements, etc.), allowing com manders to transfer forces between sectors. In addition, instead of merely attacking fleeing insurgent groups, they used aircraft to track them to the new rebel bases. The in surgents were placed under constant surveillance to ensure enemy forces remained stationary until the offensive. By us ing these two tactics, the army was able to quickly swarm its forces and gain mass on the enemy encampments, making for a more efficient fight. In all, the abovethesurface asset's tracking and communications capabilities were a triumph in preventing the Huk rebels from massing and attacking later in the conflict.
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The South African efforts in SouthWest Africa (now Namibia) are another example, given in Airpower in Small Wars, of using assets to track guerrillas and aid communi cations. It relates how government forces used aircraft to track and mark enemy units for groundforce engagement.
These operations showed one of the earliest successful uses of unmanned aerial vehicles (in addition to manned aircraft) to find and follow insurgent groups. Once found, reaction police forces were called in to swarm on the insurgents, providing the needed mass while aircraft communications aided battle coordination. In all, this book concludes, one of the great lessons from the South Africans' efforts was the importance of integrating all S&R and communications capabilities in support of ground forces.
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Space Forces' Role
These historical examples provide instruction that can be applied to the requirement to attack fielded forces in the current struggle. We will now consider the capabilities, as well as the limitations, of space forces in this area.
Capabilities
The preceding examples support the need for a protected, integrated means to track guerrillas and provide S&R and communications to coordinate friendlyforce actions. This capability would allow COIN forces to both disperse and mass, as required, to effectively respond to rebel actions. As mentioned, space forces can provide this more securely than aircraft. Furthermore, since the enemy will attack where friendly forces are not (or at least where they are not seen to be), only by maintaining persistent, unseen surveil lance can COIN forces hope to observe insurgent groups' attacks, track them back to their larger formations, and counter them most efficiently. Therefore, space forces' "in visibility" and persistence are also critical.
Besides fighting armed groups, space forces can also help prevent terrorist activities. Military forces traditionally have had difficulty in countering these attacks due to challenges in attributing an explosion to the person who placed the bomb (since the insurgent is likely gone when it explodes). A system capable of watching an area and recording ongoing activities would allow friendly forces to "replay" events prior to a bomb's detonation, hopefully identifying those respon sible. Based upon his experience fighting insurgents in Iraq, an Army commander identified this as one of three critical capabilities that abovethesurface forces could provide. 44 Nearspace assets' persistence and stationkeeping ability should provide a first step towards this goal.
Finally, space forces provide unique capabilities in ur ban environments. Since space forces operate at higher al titudes, they maximize the viewable area. In general, tall buildings (or other tall ground structures) create a "shadow" that prevents sensors from viewing some activities. As a sen sor moves to higher altitudes, this shadow area decreases, allowing space forces to provide observation capabilities greater than those of aircraft.
Limitations
Space forces are imperfect in supporting attacks on fielded rebel forces. First, discerning insurgents from the general population will likely require human identification, which will drive a need for numerous analysts to review data from space and nearspace assets. Also, the lack of an operator on the platform will limit space forces' capability to perform onboard data processing. The downlinking of vast amounts of sensor information, in addition to the ground forces' communications links, will require using large por tions of the frequency spectrum. Making this work will re quire detailed communications management to ensure the various feeds do not conflict.
Another flaw is driven by the need to provide capabilities over urban areas. As described, space forces can minimize the shadow effects of tall structures, but this requires an asset to be (nearly) directly overhead. Due to the laws of physics, orbiting objects can only continuously provide this capability for equatorial locations. In contrast, nearspace platforms can be placed on top of any area of interest. How ever, the shadow effects will reduce each sensor's ability to view away from its subpoint, limiting the effective field of view of each asset. Therefore, to successfully survey a large urban area requires numerous platforms, each viewing a small section of the city. Although more platforms may be required, space forces should still be able to maintain their cost advantage due to their lower perunit cost.
The importance of tracking insurgents and providing ef fective communications to COIN forces has been seen in many operations and is critical to operations in Iraq. The ability of space forces to provide persistent, unimpeded, protected sensors and communications relay nodes will al low them to be a tremendous asset in this facet of COIN operations. We have discussed efforts to counter symptoms of the insurgency (external support and rebel attacks). However, in order to effectively defeat the rebellion, COIN forces must not only attack these symptoms but also address the insur rection's root causes. Accomplishing this requires not only buying time through defensive measures but also executing operations to reinforce and maintain the government so it is strong enough to resolve the rebel's grievances.
Support to the Government
Requirements for Operations in Iraq
As with any counterinsurgency, current operations in Iraq highlight the importance of supporting the established government. The first of three support avenues we examine is countering the enemy's line of action of using "the media to spread propaganda and intimidate adversaries." 45 One of the tasks to thwart this is to "counter false propaganda." 46 Additionally, one of the NSVI's eight strategic pillars is to "strengthen public understanding of coalition efforts and public isolation of the insurgents." The United States looks to accomplish this by providing "technical assistance and training" to facilitate the Iraqi government's communica tions with its people. From this, one can see that the NSVI views information operations as key to winning in Iraq.
Another line of enemy action the NSVI specifies is "sabo taging key essential services." A critical task to counter this action is protecting "key communication and infrastructure nodes." This is significant because "infrastructure protec tion helps ensure that the Iraqi government can collect reve nues and provide basic services to the people, which is critical to building confidence in the government and wean ing support away from insurgents."
47 This is so vital that two of the NSVI 's metrics to measure success are "electric ity generated and delivered" and "barrels of oil produced and exported." Furthermore, five of the NSVI 's eight strate gic pillars involve the Iraqi infrastructure. Finally, the NSVI sees preventing "attacks against vital infrastructure, espe cially electricity and oil related nodes," as the key challenge to be overcome in this area.
In addition to the above, the NSVI also recognizes the value of improving the economy in the new Iraq. One of the key tasks there is to "build the capacity of Iraqi institutions to maintain infrastructure . . . and improve the general wel fare of all Iraqis." To accomplish this, the NSVI acknowledges the challenge of an Iraqi economy that is "still shackled with many vestiges of a highly centralized economy and stagnant and corrupt institutions" and that must "creat[e] new insti tutions and [reform] old ones." To succeed, it calls for "sup porting the revitalization of agriculture and other productive sectors to diversify a singleresourcebased economy."
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Historical Examples
History provides numerous examples of the criticality of supporting the government with COIN operations. One of these is the previously mentioned Huk Rebellion in the Philippines. According to Corum and Johnson, the United States realized that the breakdown of the traditional agri cultural pattern was one of the insurrection's main causes. To counter this, the National Security Council's response emphasized the importance of economic reform rather than purely military solutions. This allowed the US effort to focus on the key center of gravity, the civilian popula tion (not the Huk leadership). The authors further maintain that military aircraft played a crucial role in communicat ing these economic reforms through information operations that dropped leaflets and broadcast messages through megaphones and loudspeakers. These efforts highlight the importance of integrating a nation's instruments of power (IOP) in counterinsurgency. They also illustrate that mili tary COIN operations are often more successful when they are more subordinate to the political process.
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The British experience in Malaya also illustrates the importance of support to the government. Corum and Johnson's portrayal of this encounter reveals that British doctrine clearly emphasized the value of military support to civil authorities. In fighting the communist rebels, the British executed the Briggs Plan, which acknowledged the importance of civil organizations in pursing an integrated civilmilitary strategy. To accomplish this, the RAF per formed aerial psychological operations to help deny legiti macy to the insurgents-the plan's chief tenet. A British general emphasized the impact of these operations, saying that the "military effort is inextricably entangled with the political and psychological." 50 In all, military operations in Malaya proved effective in buying time for the legitimate po litical process to work, creating a democratic country-the ultimate strategic goal.
Space Forces' Role
We have seen how the need to provide support to the gov ernment continues into modern conflicts. As in the other areas examined, lessons from past conflicts help to illu minate the part space forces can fulfill in bridging some of the gaps that have existed. Capabilities and limitations of space forces in this capacity are described next.
Capabilities
Space forces can provide critical capabilities on all three lines of action in Iraq (which are likely to be found in fu ture insurgencies as well). With regard to information op erations, satellite communications can provide an effective way to relay messages to large audiences. Furthermore, for transmission to smaller audiences, or for more temporary effects, nearspace assets can be used at a much lower cost.
Although lacking the ability to send auditory messages via megaphones and/or loudspeakers, space forces provide a more secure capability than aircraft. In addition to trans mitting messages, space forces can also counter enemy information campaigns. Blocking enemy forces' electronic message transmission can be done by either jamming or identifying transmission sites for attack by other forces.
Space forces can also provide a critical capability in protecting the nation's infrastructure (specifically, lines of communications [LOC]). T. E. Lawrence's exploits in Ara bia highlighted the importance of maintaining these LOCs and the insurmountable costs of attempting to use surface forces to protect them. 5 Space forces' persistence and field of view provide a more effective means of protecting LOCs than surface forces, at a much lower cost. To illustrate, nearspace assets could be used to maintain continuous lookout for vehicles or people that stop along LOCs. This information could then be transmitted to convoys travers ing these areas, highlighting possible threats. Similarly, for power lines or pipelines, nearspace sensors can be used to identify possible break points, speeding repair responses.
Finally, space forces can aid the government's ability to revitalize the economy. The first way they can help to do this is through satellite communications, since this will be critical to opening up the formerly centrally controlled economy of Iraq. Additionally, space assets (e.g., Landsat 7) can provide landcoverage data critical to assisting ag ricultural production. 52 This data can help the Iraqi gov ernment's decision making, improving the transition to a nonsinglesource economy. Furthermore, as evidenced by the Huk Rebellion, this need for land reform is common to many insurgencies, and, therefore, this role should not be unique to Iraq.
Limitations
Although having the above capabilities, space forces can not perform these missions in isolation. With regard to in formation campaigns, the success of operations by space forces is tied to the message. Compelling enemy messages will make it to the populace somehow. Even if the trans mission of such messages is blocked, the enemy can find alternate ways of getting that communications out (e.g., wordofmouth). Similarly, if friendly force messages do not resonate with the people, they will likely be unsuccessful no matter how many ways they are transmitted.
Likewise, space forces can only help protect the infrastruc ture; they cannot singularly prevent attacks on LOCs.
53 Al though they can warn friendly forces of areas that may have bombs emplaced or indications of ambushes, closein forces will still need to determine if changes to the terrain are, for instance, actual threats or just brokendown vehicles. Fi nally, space forces cannot repair the infrastructure but only help speed repairs by identifying areas needing work.
Economic reform is yet another area in which space forces cannot succeed in isolation. For instance, space assets can only provide data to facilitate agricultural advancement. Local governments may not avail themselves of this infor mation to improve the financial wellbeing of their citizens. Space technology not exercised will do little to counter the insurgents' cause.
Space forces can perform critical functions to help main tain the legitimate government. Although only acting in sup port, they can aid in addressing the rebel's cause through information operations, along with protecting the nation's infrastructure and improving its economy. Through these actions, space forces can be a critical enabler, allowing the government to improve conditions for citizens, countering the grounds for the insurrection, and, hopefully, ending the insurgency's existence.
Recommendations
Pieces of this operation that were successful wouldn't have been without space-based assets.
-Gen Tommy Franks, Commander, US Central Command "Space Integrates Air Forces to Win Wars"
We have seen the critical roles that space forces can play in COIN operations. These forces' persistence, security, and field of view generate effects not available, or available only at a greater cost, with air or ground forces. Given limited de fense budgets and manpower, the military needs to focus on areas where it can maximize its capabilities. To assist this process, recommendations are offered on specific ways to integrate space forces to better prosecute COIN operations.
As noted, isolating the battlespace was crucial to past COIN operations, is important in Iraq, and will likely be important in the future as well. The capabilities of space assets in performing this function have also been shown. Given this, the assumption would be that the US military is pursuing this application. This supposition is at least par tially correct, as the DOD is developing nearspace assets with generic S&R capabilities. 54 However, although these assets are intended to be used across the range of opera tions, the DOD's focus is currently on their application in supporting major combat operations. 55 The use of space re sources in COIN missions has yet to be highlighted as a unique capability. To effectively perform these functions, appropriate tactics, techniques, and procedures must be developed. Therefore, the author recommends that the US military follow the mandate of DODD 3000.05 and integrate these assets into architectures to perform the "core US mili tary mission" of stability operations, including COIN, as soon as possible. 56 Although nearspace sensors can work well in unob structed terrain, their capabilities in some environments (e.g., dense foliage) can be limited. Hence, the US military should be pursuing ground sensors to aid these platforms. The USAF was acquiring such a sensor in the Advanced Remote Ground Unattended Sensor (ARGUS) system. The ARGUS was a "critical" program intended to act in a system of systems to detect, identify, and report on activity through satellite communications in order to cue spacebased sen sors.
57 Unfortunately, this program was cancelled, and its associated $3 million in funding for fiscal year 2006 was ze roed to support unspecified "higher priority requirements." 58 Given the NSV I 's concern with preventing outside interven tion in Iraq and the likelihood of similar requirements in future COIN operations, this program (or something similar) should be pursued to support this mission. In short, the development of ground sensors should be a main thrust of future acquisition and operations because of the recurring necessity to isolate the battlespace in COIN operations and the potential capabilities of space forces in this area.
As demonstrated, space forces can also prove crucial to defeating fielded forces; nevertheless, most current opera tions count on aircraft providing S&R and communications. This is possibly because many argue that it is essential to use aircraft in these missions to achieve the secondary ef fects of scaring insurgents and reassuring the public. These arguments are in error-numerous historical instances show that when airpower was used against a determined enemy, instead of causing fear, it often strengthened the enemies' will to resist. 59 Furthermore, aircraft negatively af fect a nation's inhabitants. This was revealed in a May 2005 poll of Iraqi civilians, where 63 percent had bad feelings when they saw or heard an aircraft overhead. 60 These feel ings were mostly due to the fear and insecurity the aircraft generated. 6 The lack of positive, as well as the negative, effects that aircraft generate indicates that space forces are better suited for these missions. Consequently, the author recommends that space forces, with sensor and communi cations capabilities necessary to support attacking fielded forces, be developed, acquired, and employed.
Finally, we saw that space forces can provide many unique capabilities to support the legitimate government, thus helping it to enact changes to remove the insurrection's root cause. Of significance is that some of these capabilities (e.g., agricultural remotesensing) are not provided via mili tary platforms but rather by civil or commercial satellites. Although this is the case, only a military member will likely have knowledge of the full range of military capabilities and understand how best to incorporate them in the overarch ing effort. Given the importance of integrating capabilities across all of the IOPs, there should be a "space smart" mili tary person on the highest level staffs, both military and civilian. This need was realized in Iraq, and on 6 February 2006 a space weapons officer was placed on the Multina tional Force-Iraq staff.
62 Although placing this officer is an important first step, it is the recommendation of this paper that in the future a space staff officer be authorized much earlier in stability operations to ensure effective integration of space forces.
A space integrator is also critical to the COIN mission due to the transferability of space forces. Since these US operations are supporting a foreign government, any solutions offered must be able to be handed over to the legitimate government upon the exit of US forces to prevent the government from failing soon thereafter. Since the costs of aircraft have his torically prevented insurgentprone governments from using aircraft, space forces may be used as a cheaper alternative. 63 Therefore, assuming the USAF continues to execute foreign internal defense to train foreign forces on the use of aircraft, similar training on space and nearspace assets should also occur. Training foreign militaries and/or placing space liai sons on their staffs may be even more vital for proper inte gration and transition of space forces, as many nations have less experience with space than air assets.
Given the critical support that space forces can provide to COIN operations, the above recommendations should be put into practice. Costs due to the changes required in ac quisition, operations, and manning will likely be small com pared to the resultant improvements in US performance in Iraq and other future COIN operations.
Conclusion
There Counterinsurgencies have never been quick and easy. This has been especially true for militaries, like that of the current United States, which have excelled at largescale combat operations. The shift to fighting rebels will require changes in procurement, operations, and organization. The US military has been directed to make these changes in order to fight this "long struggle."
The goal of this paper was to show that the US mili tary can employ space forces to help defeat an insurgency. Based upon current US needs in Iraq and the historical examples discussed, it is evident that the basic nature of insurrections has included recurring trends over the years. Throughout history there has been a continuous require ment for counterinsurgency operations to isolate the battle space, defeat fielded forces, and provide support to legiti mate governments. The persistence, security, and field of view of space forces allow them to generate critical effects in fulfilling these three needs. Thus, their employment is crucial to future US counterinsurgency operations. Recom mendations for acquisition, operations, and manning were also presented in this paper for the more effective use of space forces in a counterinsurgency role. It is the author's hope that these recommendations will be enacted. These types of battles are likely in the future and are far too im portant for the United States to lose.
Notes
(All notes appear in shortened form. For full details, see the appropriate entry in the bibliography.)
. Since the NSS was published in September 2002 (soon after Sep tember 200 and the initiation of Operation Enduring Freedom), it is fair to state the most important threat in the war on terrorism at the time was alQaeda (validated by the fact that it is the only organization the NSS calls out by name [Bush, National Security Strategy, 5] ). Furthermore, there is ongoing debate that alQaeda is, in fact, an insurgent and not a terror ist organization (Morris, "AlQaeda As Insurgency," -36). Finally, Bush notes that "Iraq is the central front in the global war on terror" (National Security Council, National Strategy for Victory in Iraq, ). Therefore, any calls to fight terrorism are also calls to fight the insurgency in Iraq. Given this, national policy documents' references to terrorism and terrorists are assumed to apply to insurgency and insurgents as well.
2. Bush, National Security Strategy, i. 3. Ibid., i, 6. 4. Rumsfeld, National Defense Strategy, 3, [4] [5] . DODD 3000.05, Military Support for Stability, 2. 6. As noted in Joint Publication (JP) 02, Department of Defense Dictionary, 264, an insurgency is "an organized movement aimed at the over throw of a constituted government through use of subversion and armed conflict." Inherently preventing the overthrow of the government is a task required to "establish or maintain order." 7. Rumsfeld, National Defense Strategy, 2, 4-6. 8. National Security Council, National Strategy for Victory in Iraq, -2. 9. JP 02, Department of Defense Dictionary, 493. 0. AFDD 22, Space Operations, 7, 54. . This paradigm was proposed in Tomme, Paradigm Shift, 2. It is best summarized by AFDD 22, Space Operations, which notes that "in terms of planning and executing forces, commanders are concerned with achieving effects, not whether those effects come from an air asset, space asset, information asset, or a combination of the three." Therefore, one should conglomerate space capabilities around the effect(s) they provide, not the medium they operate in. Although the author of this paper agrees in principle, discussions of air assets' role in COIN have been previously accomplished (for a thorough historical discussion, reference Corum and Johnson, Airpower in Small Wars) , so this paper will not include them in its definition of space forces.
2. Tomme, Paradigm Shift, ; and Volz, "Operating Concept," . It is important to note that the term near space is fairly new and may have been chosen for political reasons (which are intentionally not discussed here). According to a highly placed civilian in the Department of the Air Force, this term may be losing favor and could be replaced in the near future; however, lacking better terminology it will be used here.
3 , notes that battle space is "the environment, factors, and conditions that must be under stood to successfully apply combat power, protect the force, or complete the mission. This includes the air, land, sea, space, and the included enemy and friendly forces; facilities; weather; terrain; the electromagnetic spectrum; and the information environment within the operational areas and areas of interest." Although space forces can play a role in isolating the electromagnetic and information environments, this discussion will be dealt with later. Therefore, this section focuses on the physical battlespace (i.e., air, land, sea, space, and the included enemy and friendly forces; facilities; and terrain).
24. National Security Council, National Strategy for Victory in Iraq, 7, 0, 8, 2, 29. 25 
Glossary
(For full citations of referenced documents, see the bibliography of this paper.) battlespace. The environment, factors, and conditions that must be understood to successfully apply combat power, protect the force, or complete the mission. This includes the air, land, sea, space, and the included enemy and friendly forces; facilities; weather; terrain; the electromagnetic spectrum; and the information environment within the operational areas and areas of interest. (JP 1-02) effect. A change to a condition, behavior, or degree of freedom. (JP 1-02) The tactical, operational, and strategic level outcomes that a military action produces. (AFDD 2-2) near-space. Area above the earth from ~65,000 to 325,000 feet altitude, sub-orbital. (Volz, "Operating Concept.") space forces. The space and terrestrial systems, equipment, facilities, organizations, and personnel necessary to access, use and, if directed, control space for national security. (JP 1-02) space system. A system with a major functional component that operates in the space environment or which, by convention, is so designated. It usually includes a space element, a link element, and a terrestrial element. In addition, a space system may also consist of components that travel between space nodes, space to ground, ground to space, or ground to ground through space. (AFDD 2-2) For the purposes of this paper, space systems include assets (and required support) which generate space effects operating in either traditional space (above the atmosphere, subject to the laws of orbital mechanics) or near space.
